TVKC Club Championship
Round 7 – FINAL ROUND
2nd November 2014
The 7th and Final Round of the Summer Club Championships, the annual ‘Continental Cup’ (celebrating the
anniversary of the track extension) and the historical 20 years of PFI made this a very special weekend at
the venue. Circuit owner Paul Fletcher was on hand to cut a celebratory cake and 220 entries made for an
exciting days racing. The morning’s weather was very unpleasant with heavy rain, but some improvement
during the day was most welcome.
IAME Cadet – An excellent grid and all the main players were
present. Jonny Edgar made the best of the tricky Heat conditions and
took a well-earned Pole for the Final. Things didn’t quite work out
though and an incident with Joseph Taylor put him out of the Top 3.
Making the most of this was Taylor Barnard who was in the right
place at the right time, he had to contend with a hard charging Finlay
Bunce who drove a great race into second, while Lorcan Hanifin was
close to taking top spot but got shuffled back to third at the flag –
great win for Barnard.
FIRST NOVICE – Jack Bowman

2014 TVKC CLUB CHAMPION – Piers Henderson
HONDA Cadet – An excellent days racing from these ‘racers’,
never a dull moment and very tough racing. Dragan Pensant
was on Pole but a little bit of ‘over driving’ lost him places and
he slid down the order. Oliver Clarke was also on the front
row and did take his chances, it was late in the race but he
made the front when it mattered and took an excellent win.
Nicholas Reeve was in contention also as the race reached its
conclusion and chased hard but had to settle for a very close
second, Alex Lloyd taking third.

2014 TVKC CLUB CHAMPION – Harry Thompson

JUNIOR MAX – A strong grid of competitive drivers but with too
many incidents (possibly due to the slippery track conditions?).
Lewis Malin was consistent in the Heats, claiming Pole but having an
incident packed Final and dropping out of the Top 3. Dave Wooder
also looked good early on but he to slipped down the order, so who
was at the front?, Josh Skelton. Very impressive driving by Skelton
made sure he had good track positioning and always looked strong
enough to hold off Tom Gamble in second – this was the case.
Skelton, Gamble, and a very hard charging Bradley Pennell made up
a staggering 11 places to finish third!
FIRST ROOKIE – James Bailey

2014 TVKC CLUB CHAMPION – Tom Gamble

MINI MAX - A full grid and plenty of action all day. Difficult
conditions didn’t make for good racing but some poor driving was
also to blame! Kiern Jewiss looked good for a podium place after
the Heats but his pace in the wet was not good and he dropped
away. Fin Kenneally was making the most of the conditions and
jumped into the lead of the Final; he rattled off fast laps and drove
off to claim an excellent win. Sean Butcher was also revelling in the
conditions and made up 6 places to claim runner up spot, Axel
Charpentier had a lonely but solid race into third.
FIRST NOVICE – George Holbrook
FIRST ROOKIE – Patrick Kibble

2014 TVKC CLUB CHAMPION – Rory Hudson
SENIOR MAX - An excellent grid and some very strong
contenders for the win. Again, while track conditions were
difficult there was no need for the poor driving and lack of
respect for each other amongst the drivers. Thankfully at the
sharp end the racing was generally good, with Luke Knott
showing great speed and consistency to claim the win, Lewis
King got the better of Corby Gormley to claim an excellent
second (only just behind the winner). Gormley did look in
contention for the win but dropped back to third at the flag.
NOVICE – Lewis Currithers

2014 TVKC CLUB CHAMPION – Ollie Varney
X30 JUNIOR - A full grid, (AGAIN), WOW! There was some
brilliant hard racing and some not so brilliant racing! Euan
Wilson took Pole after some excellent Heat results but had
to give best to an ‘on form’ Lucas Vaus. Vaus was in
command for the 11 lap Final and took a comfortable and
well deserved win at the flag. Wilson was equally comfy in
second while a real fight was going on for the final podium
spot – Matthew Round-Garrido finally making the place but
not after a battle with Arran Mills, Josh Smith, and Joshua
Thompson – good to see.
FIRST NOVICE – Steven Dixon

2014 TVKC CLUB CHAMPION – Oliver Greetham
X30 SENIOR - 14 drivers made for an entertaining day, and
the inclusion of Oliver Hodgson added an incentive for the
rest. The likes of Chris Trott, Jacob Stilp, Chad Little, Danny
Keirle and Stephen Letts all tried with some success but
Hodgson did cross the line first in the Final – only to find he
had no transponder fitted! (out of the results). So Chris Trott
said ‘thank you’ and inherited first place. Stilp had a good
race into second but an underweight meant he too was out
of the results, Little and Dan Stocks eventually completing
the top 3.

2014 TVKC CLUB CHAMPION – Chris Trott
All Results and current Championship standings can be found on the website.
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